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Glossary
Abbreviation Description
/ acronym
DoA
Description of Action
GA

Grant Agreement

IPR

Intellectual Property Rights

JU

Joint Undertaking

R&D

Research and Development

WP

Work Package
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1 Executive summary
PIVOT public website is a simple and standard PIVOT website deployed under the Shift2Rail
domain.
Two of the sections will be updated regularly, according to the project’s progress :The “News and
events” and the “Results and publications”. The other ones (Overview, Objectives, Project
structure, Partners) include key data related to PIVOT and are not deemed to evolve, except in
case of major changes (i.e. amendments to the GA).
The link to the PIVOT website is: http://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip1_n.aspx?p=pivot
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2 Website access and hosting
The website is hosted as part of the Shift2Rail public website and domain. It is a simple and
standard website.
The link to the PIVOT website is: http://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip1_n.aspx?p=pivot
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3 Homepage and Website structure
3.1 Homepage
The figure below is a screenshot of PIVOT website homepage

Figure 1: PIVOT website homepage

3.2 Structure and updates
3.2.1 Structure
Like all the S2R projects under S2R domain, the PIVOT public website is structured in seven parts
or “sections” or “pages”, easily accessible via a scroll menu on the left side.








An “overview” is automatically filled thanks to the contractual information related to the
project. It gives key data: the project’s related IP (i.e. IP1), then PIVOT title, topic, duration,
Coordinator, budget and complementary project. This part is updated in case of
amendment to PIVOT Grant Agreement.
Three other parts detail the PIVOT features: “Objectives”, “Project structure” and
“Partners”
In the area “Results and publications”, PIVOT public Deliverable Reports are made
available for public download, once they have been approved by the Shift2Rail JU
A dedicated section “News and events” is used to announce events and news related to
the project. To outline the project’s progress, the “Latest project news” are included in a
specific area.
Thanks to the “Contacts” anyone is enable to send a message to PIVOT Coordinator.
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3.2.2 Updates
As previously mentioned, the sections that are supposed to be updated regularly are “News and
Events” and “Results and Publications”. It does not prevent the other ones to be updated in rare
cases (e.g. amendment to the GA).
The process to maintain the site up-to-date can be sum up as follows. It is directly linked with the
Cooperation Tool (CT 4). The CT4 includes the capability to easily publish “Objects” already
defined within the technical collaboration area (Private Area) having them automatically made
available in an appropriate page of the public Web site.
There are two different roles/contributors:
The “Publisher” (e.g. the web master) will be able to create “Objects” for its Project, e.g.
PIVOT, within the Collaboration Tool and request its publication. This role is assigned to the
Project Coordinators and to the leader of the Work Package in charge of Dissemination.
 The role of “ Approver” is assigned to S2R communication team and the S2R Programme
Manager. In brief, the S2R JU is able to approve the publication of the Object.
The domain “WEB” (CT4, PIVOT) will be used to upload any information/results that the
consortium wants to publish outside the consortium (news, flyers …).
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4 Zoom on the “static” sections: Objectives, Project
Structure and Partners
Aim of these sections is to present a brief and clear overview of PIVOT with the challenge to be
suitable to all targets, from experts in the domain to European citizens. Their content comes from
PIVOT DoA.

4.1 Objectives
The PIVOT concept is presented and followed by the list of each specific objective of PIVOT.
Figures and text complete each other.

Figure 2: PIVOT Objectives

4.2 Project structure
Similarly to the Objectives, in the Project Structure, the visual of the WBS is completed by a
synthetic presentation of each Work package
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Figure 3: Project structure

4.3 Partners
To avoid any issues (updates, IPR policy, contents etc., the best way to present the partners is to
directly access to each partner’s public website by a simple click on the corresponding icon.
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Figure 4: Project partners
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5 Antitrust Statement
While some activities among competitors are both legal and beneficial to the industry, group
activities of competitors are inherently suspect under the antitrust/ competition laws of the
countries in which our companies do business.
Agreements between or among competitors need not be formal to raise questions under antitrust
laws. They may include any kind of understanding, formal or informal, secretive or public, under
which each of the participants can reasonably expect that another will follow a particular course of
action or conduct. Each of the participants in this initiative is responsible for seeing that topics
which may give an appearance of an agreement that would violate the antitrust laws are not
discussed. It is the responsibility of each participant in the first instance to avoid raising improper
subjects for discussion, notably such as those identified below.
It is the sole purpose of any meeting of this initiative to provide a forum for expression of various
points of view on topics
 (i) that are strictly related to the purpose or the execution of the initiative,
 (ii) that need to be discussed among the participants of the initiative,
 (iii) that are duly mentioned in the agenda of this meeting and
 (iv) that are extensively described in the minutes of the meeting.
Participants are strongly encouraged to adhere to the agenda. Under no circumstances shall this
meeting be used as a means for competing companies to reach any understanding, expressed or
implied, which restricts or tends to restrict competition, or in any way impairs or tends to impair the
ability of members to exercise independent business judgment regarding matters affecting
competition.
As a general rule, participants may not exchange any information about any business secret of
their respective companies. In particular, participants must avoid any agreement or exchange of
information on topics on the following non-exhaustive list:
1. Prices, including calculation methodologies, surcharges, fees, rebates, conditions, freight
rates, marketing terms, and pricing policies in general;
2. any kind of market allocation, such as the allocation of territories, routes, product markets,
customers, suppliers, and tenders;
3. production planning; marketing or investment plans; capacities; levels of production or
sales; customer base; customer relationships; margins; costs in general; product
development; specific R&D projects;
4. standards setting (when its purpose is to limit the availability and selection of products, limit
competition, restrict entry into an industry, inhibit innovation or inhibit the ability of
competitors to compete);
5. codes of ethics administered in a way that could inhibit or restrict competition;
6. group boycotts;
7. validity of patents;
8. ongoing litigations.
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